Organizational Psychologist, Business Coach and Trainer
Specialized in personal and group development
for organizations in the fields of interpersonal
communication and leadership

www.etecchiati.com

ELENA EN LOS MEDIOS
DE COMUNICACIÓN
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PCC / CPC Business Coach and Trainer,
Oganizational Psychologist
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LANGUAGES: Italian/German/English/Spanish
CONTACT:
elena@etecchiati.com
+34 662 939 442
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Coaching and personal
training for:

Individual business coaching
Training and speaking assignments in the following areas:

Professionals
High-Potentials

Effective Communication
Communication and Leadership
Public Speaking and Impactful Presentations
Voice, Language and Personal Brand
Negotiation

Low-Potentials
Future executives
Executives
Expatriates
Customer service center

Costumer Focused Communication
Communication in a global environment - 			
interculturality
Self-Leadership
Change Management

Through my
coaching and
training my clients
are able to get

Credibility: represent and communicate their positions
professionally and selfsure.
Authenticity: reach their goals authentically and avoiding
emotional resistance.
A great first impression: optimize their effect in presentations,
face-to-face-meetings and negotiations.
Self-confidence: negotiate successfully and speak assertively.
Efficient leadership: motivate, inspire and intellectual
stimulate their employees through their effective and efficient
communication.
Empathy: managing communication with all the hierarchy and
social levels.
Manage diversity: reach competency and sovereignty working
with and in intercultural teams.

MY STORY
I accompany people develop their communication and leadership skills by giving impulse
to their talent, charisma and other personal competences. The human voice and body language
are special features in my coaching and training.
My vision is to achieve fewer misunderstandings in the world, encouraging a more
empathetic and effective way of communicating.
My experience as singer, speaker and TV moderator as well as my studies in psychology
and my certifications in coach and training give me the chance to support people develop
their potential as effective and assertive communicators, their self confidence and presence.
Combining my two big passions, the stage and people, contributes is a key contribution in
my career in personal development and communication.

You are what you communicate and how you communicate it.

THE SYSTEM VaBe®

“Voice and Body Effects’ System”
Is a coaching method developed
by Elena Tecchiati.
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PUBLICATIONS

Stereotyping
Leadership
Available in
bookshops

Access my publications
through AMAZON
and BUBOK.
amazon

ISBN 978-3-95489-360-7
bubok

DO YOU WANT
TO KNOW MORE
ABOUT EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION?

